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Abstract
Quantum mechanical wave functions of N identical fermions are usually repre-
sented as anti-symmetric functions of ordered configurations. Leinaas andMyrheim
[14] proposed how a fermionic wave function can be represented as a function of
unordered configurations, which is desirable as the ordering is artificial and un-
physical. In this approach, the wave function is a cross-section of a particular
Hermitian vector bundle over the configuration space, which we call the fermionic
line bundle. Here, we provide a justification for Leinaas and Myrheim’s proposal,
that is, a justification for regarding cross-sections of the fermionic line bundle
as equivalent to anti-symmetric functions of ordered configurations. In fact, we
propose a general notion of equivalence of two quantum theories on the same con-
figuration space; it is based on specifying a quantum theory as a triple (H ,H,Q)
(“quantum triple”) consisting of a Hilbert space H , a Hamiltonian H, and a fam-
ily of position operators (technically, a projection-valued measure on configuration
space acting on H ).
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1 Introduction
For N identical particles moving in Rd, the appropriate configuration space is that of
unordered configurations,
N
R
d := {S ⊂ Rd|#S = N} , (1)
the set of all N -element subsets of Rd. In quantum mechanics, one mostly uses the set
of ordered configurations,
(Rd)N , (2)
the set of all N -tuples of elements of Rd. For identical particles that space is inappropri-
ate since identical particles are not ordered in nature; they are not labeled by numbers
from 1 to N . However, it may seem that ordered configurations cannot be avoided for
fermions, since for them the wave function is required by the symmetrization postulate
to be anti-symmetric,
ψ(xσ(1), . . . ,xσ(N)) = (−1)σ ψ(x1, . . . ,xN) , (3)
where σ ∈ SN is a permutation of {1, . . . , N}, SN is the permutation group, xk ∈ Rd
for k = 1 . . . N , and (−1)σ denotes the sign of σ. Leinaas and Myrheim [14] proposed
in 1977 a way how, for d ≥ 2, ordered configurations can indeed be avoided, and ψ can
be regarded as a function on NRd as in (1), by making it a cross-section of a suitable
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Hermitian vector bundle, the fermionic line bundle F (N, d). Such cross-sections are per
se not in any way “anti-symmetric,” though they are in a one-to-one correspondence
with the anti-symmetric functions on (Rd)N ; this correspondence is canonical up to an
overall phase factor.
In this paper, we develop the approach of Leinaas and Myrheim further by making
precise the sense in which cross-sections of the fermionic line bundle define the same
quantum theory as anti-symmetric wave functions on (Rd)N . In fact, we introduce a
precise and generally applicable notion of what it means for two quantum theories to be
equivalent, and go on to prove the equivalence between anti-symmetric wave functions
on (Rd)N and cross-sections of the fermionic line bundle over NRd. Elsewhere [12], we
discuss an analogous description of wave functions with spin, for bosons or fermions, in
terms of Hermitian vector bundles over the space NRd of unordered configurations.
Let us describe our concept for when two quantum theories are equivalent. To this
end, we define a quantum triple to be a triple
(H , H,Q) (4)
consisting of a Hilbert space H , a self-adjoint operator H in H called the Hamiltonian,
and a PVM Q (called the position observable) acting on H and defined on a measurable
space Q called the configuration space. We say that two quantum triples are equivalent,
(H , H,Q) ∼ (H ′, H ′, Q′) , (5)
if and only if Q and Q′ are defined on the same configuration space Q and there is a
unitary isomorphism U : H → H ′ that maps H into H ′ and Q into Q′, i.e., such that
U(D(H)) = D(H ′) , H ′ = UHU−1 , and Q′(A) = UQ(A)U−1 (6)
for every measurable A ⊆ Q, where D(H) denotes the domain of H . As the name
suggests, equivalence is an equivalence relation.
In Section 5 we will argue for the thesis that
In order to completely specify the mathematical data defining a quantum
theory, it is necessary and sufficient to specify an equivalence class of quan-
tum triples.
(7)
Put differently, a quantum triple provides sufficient mathematical data to uniquely de-
fine a quantum theory, and equivalent quantum triples are just different mathematical
representations of the same quantum theory.
The crucial mathematical observation in this paper, Proposition 7 below, is that
the quantum triple over Q = NRd defined by the fermionic line bundle is equivalent to
the quantum triple defined by anti-symmetric functions on (Rd)N . Our thesis (7) then
yields that the two quantum triples characterize the same quantum theory, thereby
justifying Leinaas and Myrheim’s idea that wave functions that are cross-sections of
the fermionic line bundle F (N, d) provide just another mathematical description of the
quantum mechanics of N fermions in Rd. Put differently, a fermionic wave function can
indeed be represented by a function on NRd, namely by a cross-section of F (N, d).
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The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
definitions and results, while the other sections provide the proofs and other details.
More specifically, in Section 2 we review the definition of the fermionic line bundle
F (N, d) for any number N of particles and any number d ≥ 2 of space dimensions and
describe the link to anti-symmetric wave functions on (Rd)N . In Section 3 we discuss
various constructions and properties of F (N, d). In Section 4 we prove that cross-
sections of F (N, d) are equivalent to fermionic wave functions. Section 5 is devoted to
justifying our definition of equivalence of quantum theories given in (5). Section 6 offers
conclusions.
2 Overview
We assume d ≥ 2 throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated.
2.1 Definition of the Fermionic Line Bundle
Before we formulate the definition of the fermionic line bundle, we need to introduce
some notation, terminology, and background. For a vector bundle E over the base
manifold Q with fiber spaces Eq, we also sometimes write ∪q∈QEq (where the union is
understood as a disjoint union).
Definition 1. A Hermitian vector bundle, or Hermitian bundle, over a manifold Q is
a finite-rank complex vector bundle E over Q with a connection and a positive-definite,
Hermitian inner product (·, ·)q on every Eq, the fiber of E over q ∈ Q, which is parallel.
Such inner products are also called a fiber metric (to be distinguished from a possible
Riemannian metric on the tangent bundle). That the inner product is parallel means
that parallel transport (as defined by the connection) preserves inner products. Recall
that the rank of a vector bundle E is the (complex) dimension of its fiber spaces Eq.
A vector bundle of rank 1 is called a line bundle. Note that since a Hermitian bundle
consists of a vector bundle, a connection, and a family of inner products, it can be
nontrivial (i.e., not a product) even if the vector bundle is trivial: namely, if the con-
nection is nontrivial. In contrast, a trivial Hermitian bundle, which we denote Q ×W
for a Hermitian vector space (i.e., vector space with inner product) W , consists of the
trivial vector bundle (i.e., the Cartesian product of Q and W ) with corresponding inner
products and the trivial connection, whose parallel transport Pβ, in general a unitary
isomorphism from Eq to Eq′ for β a path from q to q
′, is always the identity on W . For
any Hermitian bundle E and any closed (piecewise smooth) curve α in Q beginning and
ending at q, parallel transport defines a unitary endomorphism hα : Eq → Eq, called the
holonomy of α. A Hermitian bundle is called flat iff the holonomy of every contractible
closed curve is the identity; or, equivalently [13, p. 92], iff the curvature is zero.
Definition 2. An isomorphism I of Hermitian bundles E and E ′ over the same base
manifold Q is a family of unitary isomorphisms Iq : Eq → E ′q for every q ∈ Q such that
parallel transport along any curve in Q from q to r ∈ Q will map Iq into Ir.
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We note that, regarding E as the set ∪qEq, we can also regard I (i.e., the totality
of the mappings Iq) as a mapping I : E → E ′. Also, since a linear mapping Eq → E ′q
can be represented by an element of E ′q ⊗ E∗q , where ∗ denotes the dual space, we can
regard I as a cross-section of E ′ ⊗ E∗, the Hermitian bundle over Q whose fiber space
at q is E ′q ⊗ E∗q with corresponding inner product and the connection inherited from E
and E ′. It follows that this cross-section is parallel (i.e., has covariant derivative zero).
As we will explain below, for d ≥ 3 there exist, up to isomorphism, two flat Hermitian
line bundles over NRd. One is the trivial Hermitian line bundle NRd ×C, and the other
is the fermionic line bundle F (N, d); the latter is characterized by the property that the
holonomy associated with a loop α in NRd starting and ending at q is hα = (−1)σα ,
where σα is the permutation of q defined by α and (−1)σα its sign.
To explain this, we begin with some facts about flat Hermitian bundles E that will
be relevant to us. The parallel transport Pβ along a path β from q to q
′ depends
only on the homotopy class of β; i.e., if β ′ is homotopic to β then Pβ′ = Pβ; that is
because the concatenation β−1β ′ is null-homotopic (i.e., contractible) and by flatness
has trivial holonomy. It follows that, for any fixed base point q ∈ Q, the mapping
γE,q : [α] 7→ hα (where α is a closed curve based at q and [α] its homotopy class)
is a unitary representation of the fundamental group (first homotopy group) pi1(Q, q)
with representation space Eq; it is called the holonomy representation. Clearly, any
Hermitian bundle E ′ isomorphic to E yields an equivalent1 holonomy representation
γE′,q of pi1(Q, q) on E ′q, viz., γE′,q([α]) = IqγE,q([α])I−1q for all α. The converse is also
true:
Proposition 1. For every connected differentiable manifold Q, every q ∈ Q, every
n ∈ N, and every n-dimensional unitary representation of the group pi1(Q, q), there exists
a flat Hermitian bundle E of rank n over Q whose holonomy representation γE,q is the
given one. Any two such bundles are isomorphic; also, if two unitary representations of
pi1(Q, q) are equivalent, then their associated flat Hermitian bundles are isomorphic.
This fact seems to be well known, but since we could not find an explicit formulation
and proof in the literature, we include a proof in Appendix A.
Let us return to the set NRd. It can be obtained from (Rd)N (the space of ordered
configurations) by first removing the collision configurations (with one or more particles
at the same location) and then identifying configurations that are permutations of each
other,
N
R
d ∼= Rd,N6= /SN with Rd,N6= =
{
(x1, . . . ,xN) ∈ (Rd)N
∣∣xj 6= xk∀j 6= k} . (8)
Here, ∼= means a canonical correspondence. By means of this correspondence, since
the permutation group SN acts properly discontinuously on R
d,N
6= by isometries,
N
R
d is
equipped with the structure of a Riemannian manifold. Since Rd,N6= is connected, so is
NRd.
1We say that two unitary representations γi : G→ U(Wi), i = 1, 2 of the group G, with U(Wi) the
unitary groups of the (possibly different) representation spaces Wi, are equivalent iff there is a unitary
isomorphism U :W1 →W2 such that γ2(g) = Uγ1(g)U−1 for all g ∈ G.
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Next note that a closed curve α in NRd starting and ending at the configuration q
defines a permutation σα of q: Since every point in
NRd corresponds to N points in Rd,
the curve α defines N curves in Rd, each of which starts at a point x belonging to q and
ends at a, possibly different, point σα(x) belonging to q. Since at each point belonging
to q one curve starts and one curve ends, the mapping σα : q → q is bijective.
If d ≥ 3 then two closed curves in NRd based at q are homotopic if and only if they
define the same permutation. Thus, the fundamental group pi1(
NRd, q) is isomorphic
to the permutation group SN . The 1-dimensional unitary representations γ (also called
characters) of SN are well known: There exist two up to equivalence, the trivial character
γ(σ) = 1 and the alternating character γ(σ) = (−1)σ (the sign of σ). By Proposition 1,
there exist two flat line bundles over NRd up to isomorphism, NRd × C and the one
corresponding to the alternating character. The latter is the definition of the fermionic
line bundle F (N, d). The former (the trivial Hermitian line bundle) can be called the
bosonic line bundle, as cross-sections of it can be regarded as bosonic wave functions;
see [12] for further discussion.
For d = 2, the fundamental group of NRd is not isomorphic to SN but to the N -th
braid group; this group possesses further characters besides the trivial and (the analog
of) the alternating one (see Remark 4 in Section 3.2 for further discussion). Anyway, we
define the fermionic line bundle F (N, 2) to be the Hermitian line bundle corresponding
to the alternating character. That is:
Definition 3. For any N ∈ N and d ≥ 2, the fermionic line bundle F (N, d) is the
(unique up to isomorphism) Hermitian bundle over NRd with holonomies hα = (−1)σα.
In Section 3 we describe several ways of constructing, or realizing, F (N, d). The fol-
lowing remarks about F (N, d) will be proved in Section 3.2. The fermionic line bundle
for d ≥ 3 possesses not only a nontrivial connection, it is also nontrivial as a vector
bundle (disregarding connection and Hermitian inner products). As a consequence, ev-
ery smooth cross-section has nodes, i.e., it vanishes somewhere. (That is because any
nowhere-vanishing smooth cross-section of a line bundle would define a global trivial-
ization of the bundle.) A further consequence is that NRd is not orientable for odd
d.
2.2 Correspondence to Anti-Symmetric Wave Functions
We now explain how cross-sections of F (N, d) correspond to anti-symmetric functions
on (Rd)N ; proofs and further details will be given in Section 4. Let us fix N and d
and simply write F for F (N, d). Let pi : Rd,N6= → NRd be the projection mapping from
ordered to unordered configurations,
pi(x1, . . . ,xN) = {x1, . . . ,xN} . (9)
Note that pi is a covering map, with the covering fiber pi−1(q) over an unordered con-
figuration q given by the set of all possible orderings of q. As a consequence, for any
Hermitian bundle E over NRd there is a corresponding Hermitian bundle Ê = pi∗(E)
over Rd,N6= , the pull-back of E through pi, or lift of E.
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Proposition 2. For any N ∈ N and d ≥ 2, the lift F̂ = pi∗F of the fermionic line
bundle to Rd,N6= is a trivial Hermitian bundle.
Choose a global trivialization of F̂ (together with its Hermitian metric!); that is,
choose an isomorphism of Hermitian bundles Iˆ : F̂ → Rd,N6= × C. Any two choices
of Iˆ differ at most by a global phase factor, Iˆ2 = e
iθIˆ1 for some θ ∈ R. Using this
trivialization, we can regard cross-sections of F̂ as complex-valued functions on Rd,N6= .
For any cross-section ψ of F , its pull-back pi∗ψ is a cross-section of F̂ , and by applying
Iˆ (and a normalizing factor N !−1/2) we obtain a complex-valued function Uψ on Rd,N6= :
namely, for qˆ ∈ Rd,N6= , let Iˆqˆ : F̂qˆ → {qˆ}×C be the restriction of Iˆ to the fiber space over
qˆ, for which we simply write Iˆqˆ : F̂qˆ → C as it is a linear mapping. In this notation,(
Uψ
)
(x1, . . . ,xN) =
1√
N !
Iˆ(x1...xN )ψ({x1, . . . ,xN}) . (10)
(The factor 1/
√
N ! serves for making U unitary, see Proposition 4 below, by compen-
sating for the N !-fold overcounting of configurations when integrating |Uψ|2 over RNd.)
Proposition 3. For any N ∈ N and d ≥ 2, any global trivialization Iˆ : F̂ → Rd,N6= ×C,
and any cross-section ψ of F , Uψ as given by (10) is an anti-symmetric function on
R
d,N
6= .
It is useful to formulate the correspondence between cross-sections of F and anti-
symmetric functions in terms of Hilbert spaces. We will simply write RNd in the following
for (Rd)N . Let “Anti” denote the anti-symmetrization operator, defined for any function
ψ̂ : RNd → C by
Anti ψ̂(x1, . . . ,xN) =
1
N !
∑
σ∈SN
(−1)σψ̂(xσ(1), . . . ,xσ(N)) . (11)
We write AntiC∞(RNd) for the image of C∞(RNd) under Anti, i.e., for the space of
anti-symmetric functions in C∞(RNd); likewise for other function spaces.
Let L2(F ) = L2(NRd, F ) denote the space of square-integrable (non-smooth) cross-
sections of F . In more detail, we define L2(Q, E) for any Hermitian bundle E over any
Riemannian manifold Q as follows (in particular, for the fermionic line bundle, E = F
and Q = NRd). We denote the Riemannian volume measure of Q simply by dq. For any
q ∈ Q, let (·, ·)q denote the inner product in the fiber space Eq. Consider a cross-section
ψ of E that is not necessarily smooth but measurable, and call it square-integrable if∫
Q
dq (ψ(q), ψ(q))q <∞ . (12)
L2(Q, E) is the space of all square-integrable cross-sections of E modulo equality almost
everywhere (relative to dq). It is a Hilbert space with the following inner product:
〈φ|ψ〉 =
∫
Q
dq (φ(q), ψ(q))q . (13)
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Proposition 4. For any N ∈ N, d ≥ 2, and any global trivialization Iˆ : F̂ → Rd,N6= ×C,
Equation (10) defines a unitary isomorphism U : L2(F )→ AntiL2(RNd).
The Hilbert space AntiL2(RNd), of anti-symmetric square-integrable functions RNd →
C, is exactly the space usually utilized for representing fermionic quantum states. So we
have a correspondence between that space and L2(F ), and indeed the correspondence
is canonical up to a global phase factor arising from the freedom in choosing the global
trivialization Iˆ.
Via this correspondence U , we claim that the quantum theory for which wave func-
tions are cross-sections of F is equivalent to that for which wave functions are anti-
symmetric functions on RNd. It is not obvious how to make this claim mathematically
precise; we do this in the following way: First, we show that U maps the Schro¨dinger
Hamiltonian on L2(F ) to the usual Hamiltonian HAnti on AntiL
2(RNd). More precisely,
let us write H˜F for the operator
− ~2
2m
∆+ V , (14)
defined on C∞0 (F ), the space of smooth cross-sections of F with compact support; ∆ is
the appropriate Laplace operator (based on the connection of F and on the Laplace–
Beltrami operator on the Riemannian manifold NRd, see Section 4 for more detail); the
potential V : RNd → R is assumed to be measurable, bounded,2 and symmetric under
permutations,
V (x1, . . . ,xN ) = V ({x1, . . . ,xN}) . (15)
Likewise, let H˜Anti denote the expression (14), understood as an operator defined on
AntiC∞0 (R
Nd), with the usual Laplacian on RNd, ∆ =
∑Nd
i=1 ∂
2/∂x2i , and the same
function V . It is well known (for more detail, see the proof of Proposition 5 in Section 4)
that there is a unique self-adjoint extension HAnti of H˜Anti in AntiL
2(RNd).
Proposition 5. There is a self-adjoint extension HF of H˜F that satisfies
U(D(HF )) = D(HAnti) , (16)
where D(H) means the domain of the operator H, and
HF = U
−1HAntiU . (17)
As a consequence, U intertwines the time evolution,
e−iHF t/~ = U−1e−iHAntit/~U . (18)
We note that HF is, in fact, the only self-adjoint extension of H˜F in L
2(F ) for d ≥ 4
(and, we believe, also for d = 2, 3); for more detail, see the remarks in Section 4 after
the proof of Proposition 5.
Proposition 6. U maps the position observable QF to the position observable QAnti,
QF = U
−1QAntiU . (19)
2Weaker assumptions on V are sufficient; see Section 4 for more detail.
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Here, we take the position observables (or rather, configuration observables) QF and
QAnti to be represented by projection-valued measures (PVMs); QF is the obvious choice
of PVM on NRd acting on L2(F ), given by(
QF (A)ψ
)
(q) = 1A(q)ψ(q) (20)
for any measurable set A ⊆ NRd, with 1A the indicator function; QAnti is the unordered
configuration observable that does not convey information about any particle’s label
(after all, labels cannot be measured), i.e., it is the PVM on NRd acting on AntiL2(RNd)
given by (
QAnti(A)ψ̂
)
(qˆ) = 1pi−1(A)(qˆ) ψ̂(qˆ) (21)
for any measurable A ⊆ NRd and ψ̂ ∈ AntiL2(RNd).
Together, Propositions 5 and 6 yield
Proposition 7. (
L2(F ), HF , QF
)
∼
(
AntiL2(RNd), HAnti, QAnti
)
. (22)
As a corollary of (7) and (22), we obtain the main claim of this paper: the quantum
theory defined in terms of the fermionic line bundle F = F (N, d), encoded in the
quantum triple
(
L2(F ), HF , QF
)
, is the quantum theory of N fermions in Rd.
2.3 Examples of Equivalent Quantum Triples
To further illustrate the concept of equivalence of quantum triples, we give some more
examples.
Example. A bosonic wave function (of N spinless identical particles) can be represented
either as a symmetric function on RNd (which is the standard choice) or as a function
on NRd. We base this claim on the equivalence(
L2(NRd), HB, QB
)
∼
(
SymL2(RNd), HSym, QSym
)
. (23)
Here, HB is a suitable self-adjoint extension of − ~22m∆+V with ∆ the Laplace–Beltrami
operator on NRd and V ∈ L∞(NRd) real-valued; QB is defined in the same way as QF
in (20); “Sym” is the symmetrization operator
Sym ψ̂(x1, . . . ,xN) =
1
N !
∑
σ∈SN
ψ̂(xσ(1), . . . ,xσ(N)) ; (24)
HSym is the unique self-adjoint extension of − ~22m∆ + V with ∆ =
∑Nd
i=1 ∂
2/∂x2i the
Laplacian on RNd and V (x1, . . . ,xN) = V ({x1, . . . ,xN}); and QSym is defined in the
same way as QAnti in (21). The unitary isomorphism U : L
2(NRd) → SymL2(RNd)
providing the equivalence is defined by the equation, for any ψ ∈ L2(NRd),
(Uψ)(x1, . . . ,xN) =
1√
N !
ψ({x1, . . . ,xN}) (25)
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for (x1, . . . ,xN ) ∈ Rd,N6= . (We need not define Uψ on RNd \ Rd,N6= , the set of collision
configurations, as that is a null set.) Proofs very similar to those of Propositions 5 and
6 (only simpler) show that U maps HB to HSym and QB to QSym. 
Example. Suppose that Q is any Riemannian manifold and that E and E ′ are two
isomorphic Hermitian bundles over Q; then the quantum triples they give rise to are
equivalent, (
L2(Q, E), HE, QE
)
∼
(
L2(Q, E ′), HE′, QE′
)
. (26)
In detail, for any Hermitian bundle E over Q there is a natural PVM QE on Q acting
on L2(Q, E), defined in the same way as QF before, namely by
QE(A)ψ(q) = 1A(q)ψ(q) (27)
for every measurable subset A ⊆ Q. Let V : Q → R be a measurable function and
∆ the Laplace–Beltrami operator defined by the connection of E, and suppose that
− ~2
2m
∆ + V possesses a unique self-adjoint extension HE. Then, with ∆
′ the Laplace–
Beltrami operator of E ′ and I : E → E ′ an isomorphism of Hermitian bundles, also
− ~2
2m
∆′ + V possesses a unique self-adjoint extension HE′, and the equivalence (26) is
realized by the unitary isomorphism U : L2(E)→ L2(E ′) given by
(Uψ)(q) = Iqψ(q) . (28)

Example. For a system of particles in a magnetic field, a gauge transformation of
the electromagnetic vector potential leads to an equivalent quantum triple; this fact fits
well with our thesis that equivalent quantum triples represent different mathematical
descriptions of the same physical situation. For the sake of simplicity, consider a system
consisting of a single spinless particle; the relevant equivalence reads(
L2(R3), HA, Q
)
∼
(
L2(R3), HA+∇f , Q
)
. (29)
Here, the vector potential A is a vector field on R3 (say, bounded and C1 with bounded
first derivatives); the function f : R3 → R (say, bounded and C2 with bounded deriva-
tives) defines the change of gauge that replaces A by A + ∇f ; the Hamiltonian HA
is the unique self-adjoint extension of 1
2m
(−i~∇ −A)2; and Q is the natural PVM as
defined in (27). The unitary operator U = Uf on L
2(R3) providing the equivalence (29)
is given by (
Ufψ
)
(x) = eif(x)/~ ψ(x) . (30)
Indeed, a simple calculation shows that Uf maps −i~∇−A to −i~∇− (A+∇f) and
thus HA to HA+∇f ; since Uf is a multiplication operator, it commutes with Q and thus
maps Q to itself; this establishes (29). 
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2.4 Fermionic Fock Space
The bosonic Fock space F+ and the fermionic Fock space F− for spinless particles in
Rd are defined as
F
+ =
∞⊕
N=0
Sym
(
L2(Rd)⊗N
)
(31)
F
− =
∞⊕
N=0
Anti
(
L2(Rd)⊗N
)
. (32)
The natural configuration space of a variable number of identical particles in Rd is
Γ(Rd) = Γ = {S ⊂ Rd|#S <∞} =
∞⋃
N=0
N
R
d . (33)
Since each sector NRd is equipped with a measure µN , the Riemannian volume measure,
also Γ is naturally equipped with a measure,
µ(A) =
∞∑
N=0
µN(A ∩ NRd) (34)
for all measurable sets A ⊆ Γ.
The obvious Hilbert space associated with Γ is L2(Γ, µ), which coincides with the
bosonic Fock space,
F
+ ∼= L2(Γ, µ) . (35)
That is, there is a canonical unitary isomorphism U : L2(Γ, µ)→ F+, given by
Uψ =
∞⊕
N=0
1√
N !
ψ
∣∣
NRd
◦ pi . (36)
For given ψ : Γ→ C one obtains the N -particle sector of Uψ by
(Uψ)(x1, . . . ,xN) = N !
−1/2ψ({x1, . . . ,xN}) (37)
except on the null set of collision configurations.
Since on each sector NRd of Γ(Rd) there is defined a fermionic line bundle F (N, d),
the (disjoint) union
F (Γ(Rd)) = F (Γ) =
∞⋃
N=0
F (N, d) (38)
is a Hermitian line bundle over Γ, the fermionic line bundle over Γ. The square-
integrable cross-sections of this bundle relative to the measure (34) form a Hilbert space
L2(Γ, F (Γ), µ), which coincides with the fermionic Fock space,
F
− ∼= L2(Γ, F (Γ), µ) . (39)
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That is, there is an “almost canonical” unitary isomorphism U : L2(Γ, F (Γ), µ)→ F−,
given by
Uψ =
∞⊕
N=0
UNψ
∣∣
NRd
, (40)
where UN is the unitary isomorphism L
2(F (N, d))→ AntiL2(RNd) provided by Propo-
sition 3. When saying that U is “almost canonical” we mean that the only freedom in
the choice of U is the choice of one phase factor eiθN for each N = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ..
An advantage of the possibility to write F− as an L2 space is that the probabil-
ity distribution on Γ that a Fock state ψ ∈ F− with ‖ψ‖ = 1 defines has density
immediately given by |ψ|2.
As a last remark, it seems even more persuasive in connection with Fock spaces
than with a fixed number N of particles that unordered configurations are more natural
than ordered ones. For example, if, in the ordered 3-particle configuration (x1,x2,x3),
particle 2 gets annihilated, then particle 3 has to be renumbered as particle 2, and it
seems clear that this change in numbering does not correspond to any change in the
physical state in nature. Likewise, when a new particle gets created, which number
should it get?
This completes our overview of the fermionic line bundle. We now turn to a discussion
of the details.
3 Constructions and Properties of the Fermionic Line
Bundle
3.1 Constructions
The proof of Proposition 1 provides a construction of a Hermitian bundle with a desired
holonomy representation, and thus in particular a construction of the fermionic line
bundle. We now describe three further constructions of the fermionic line bundle.
• Our first construction of F (N, d) utilizes the set-indexed tensor product that we
discuss in detail elsewhere [12]. In contrast to the usual tensor product W1⊗W2⊗
· · ·⊗WN , where the factors are ordered, the set-indexed tensor product
⊗
a∈T Wa
uses an arbitrary finite (unordered) index set T . Correspondingly, one can form
the set-indexed tensor power W⊗T by introducing a copyWa ofW for every a ∈ T
and then forming their set-indexed tensor product. Now let W be an arbitrary
finite-dimensional Hermitian vector space (i.e., Hilbert space) and use unordered
configurations q as the index set T . Let E be the bundle ∪q∈QW⊗q; it naturally
inherits the structure of a Hermitian bundle [12]. Let E ′ be the subbundle of
totally anti-symmetric elements. The difference between E ′q and the N -th exterior
power ofW , ΛNW ⊂W⊗N , is that the relevant permutations are those of q instead
of those of {1, . . . , N}. E ′q could thus be denoted ΛqW ; it is relevant here thatW is
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always the same space, and not a bundle Wx, since in contrast to tensor products
one cannot form “exterior products” of several spaces, only exterior powers of the
same space. The dimension of E ′q is the binomial coefficient
(
dimW
N
)
. Having thus
defined the fiber space E ′q at every q, we obtain a Hermitian inner product from
that of Eq, and a connection from that of E using the fact that E
′ is a parallel
subbundle of E, i.e., parallel transport from Eq to Er maps E
′
q to E
′
r. Hence,
E ′ is a Hermitian bundle. Finally, assume that W has dimension N equal to the
number of particles, and set F = E ′.
To see that F is the fermionic line bundle, note first that F is a Hermitian bundle
and has rank 1. Furthermore, parallel transport around a loop α permutes the
factors, so that (in an obvious notation borrowed from exterior products)
∧
a∈T
wa
hα7−→ ∧
a∈T
wσa = (−1)σ ∧
a∈T
wa (41)
where each wx is an element of W , and hα is the holonomy Eq → Eq.
• The second construction of F = F (N, d) works only for odd d: the fiber Fq is the
space of complex pseudo-scalars of the tangent space TqQ of Q = NRd,
Fq = CΛ
Nd TqQ , (42)
where ΛkE denotes the k-th exterior power of the Euclidean vector space E . Hence,
a cross-section of F is a complex-valued differential form3 of maximal degree Nd
over Q = NRd. The complexification, written here by a prefix C, is to be un-
derstood as turning a Euclidean vector space into a Hermitian vector space. The
connection of F is inherited from the connection of the tangent bundle TQ.
To see that (42) agrees with the definition of the fermionic line bundle, we have to
compute the holonomy for an arbitrary loop α starting and ending at q. Choose
an ordering of the points in q, say q = {x1, . . . ,xN}, and an orthonormal basis
e1, . . . , ed of R
d. We thus have an (ordered) orthonormal basis of TqQ = ⊕x∈qTxRd
(namely e1,1, . . . , e1,d, . . . , eN,1, . . . , eN,d), which defines a “basis”, i.e., an element
of norm one, of Fq, namely ω := e1,1 ∧ · · · ∧ e1,d ∧ · · · ∧ eN,1 ∧ · · · ∧ eN,d with ∧ the
exterior product. Parallel transport along α leads to hαω = eσ(1),1 ∧ · · · ∧ eσ(1),d ∧
· · · ∧ eσ(N),1 ∧ · · · ∧ eσ(N),d where σ ∈ SN represents the permutation of q carried
out by α in terms of the ordering of q chosen above. Since hαω differs from ω just
by the ordering of the factors, it differs only by a sign. This sign is, in fact, +1 if
d is even and (−1)σ if d is odd, which completes the proof.
• Our third construction begins with defining a Hermitian vector bundle E of rank
N ! by
Eq :=
⊕
qˆ∈pi−1(q)
C , (43)
3A differential form is a tensor field that is completely anti-symmetric against permutation of indices.
We utilize here that the cotangent space T ∗qQ is canonically identified with the tangent space TqQ by
means of the metric.
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where pi : Rd,N6= → NRd maps any ordered configuration to the corresponding
unordered one,
pi(x1, . . . ,xN) = {x1, . . . ,xN} , (44)
so qˆ runs through all possible orderings of the unordered configuration q; the set-
indexed direct sum is to be understood as an orthogonal sum; and the connection
is the obvious one: parallel transport along a curve β from q to r maps w ∈ Eq
to the w′ ∈ Er having components w′rˆ = wqˆ where rˆ is the endpoint of the lift of
β to Rd,N6= starting from qˆ. Every function ψ : R
d,N
6= → C naturally gives rise to a
cross-section φ of E, defined by
φ(q) = ⊕
qˆ∈pi−1(q)
ψ(qˆ). (45)
The anti-symmetric functions on Rd,N6= then all correspond to cross-sections lying
within a rank-1 subbundle F of E, defined by
Fq = {w ∈ Eq|wσqˆ = (−1)σwqˆ ∀σ} . (46)
Having thus defined the fiber space Fq at every q, we obtain a Hermitian inner
product from that of Eq, and a connection from that of E using the fact that F
is a parallel subbundle of E.
To see that F is the fermionic line bundle, we have to compute the holonomy for an
arbitrary loop α starting and ending at q. From the definition of the connection
we have that, if the lift of α starting at qˆ0 leads to qˆ = σqˆ0, (hαw)qˆ = wqˆ0 =
wσ−1qˆ = (−1)σwqˆ, which is what we needed to show.
3.2 Remarks
1. Nontriviality. The fermionic line bundle for d ≥ 3 possesses not only a nontrivial
connection, it is also nontrivial as a vector bundle (disregarding connection and
Hermitian inner products). To see this, consider the trivial Hermitian bundle
N
R
d × C. Note that any two connections on the same line bundle differ by a
complex 1-form A in the sense ∇′µ = ∇µ+Aµ. It follows that holonomies differ by
the integral of A over the loop in the sense h′α = exp(
∫
α
A)hα. If both connections
are flat, A must be closed, dA = 0. Now for d ≥ 3, all closed 1-forms A on NRd
are exact, i.e., A = df for some function f : NRd → C; in other words, NRd has
trivial first cohomology group.
To see this, note that every closed 1-form on a manifold Q, when lifted to a 1-form
Aˆ on the (simply connected) universal covering space Q̂, becomes an exact 1-form,
Aˆ = dfˆ . Since every deck transformation σ of Q̂ will carry Aˆ to itself, it will carry
fˆ to fˆ+γσ, where γσ ∈ C is some constant. Therefore, γσ◦σ′ = γσ+γσ′ and γId = 0;
in other words, γ is a homomorphism from the group of deck transformations of
Q̂ over Q to the additive group of the complex numbers. The group of deck
transformations is isomorphic to the fundamental group of NRd, which for d ≥ 3 is
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isomorphic to the permutation group SN of N objects, and thus is finite. However,
there is no nontrivial homomorphism from a finite group to the additive group
of the complex numbers because every element σ of the group has finite order,
σn = Id, so that nγσ = γσn = 0 and thus γσ = 0.
So we have shown that A is exact, A = df . But then
∫
α
A = 0, therefore h′α = hα
so that all holonomies h′α must be trivial. Therefore, no choice of connection and
Hermitian inner products can make the trivial line bundle over NRd a fermionic
line bundle.
The same proof shows, in fact, that any flat Hermitian line bundle with non-
trivial holonomy over a base manifold with finite fundamental group cannot be
trivialized as a vector bundle. For example, the restriction of the fermionic line
bundle F (N, d) to an open subset Q of NRd, or to a submanifold Q of NRd, such
that the fundamental group of Q is finite and the holonomy non-trivial, is non-
trivial as a vector bundle.
2. Nodes. The fact that F is non-trivial as a vector bundle implies that every
(smooth) cross-section has nodes, i.e., it vanishes somewhere. That is because any
nowhere-vanishing (smooth) cross-section of a line bundle defines a trivialization of
the bundle. As a consequence, every smooth anti-symmetric function on RdN has
nodes outside the “diagonal” (i.e., the set RNd \ Rd,N6= of collision configurations).
Another consequence is that NRd is not orientable for odd d. That is because every
orientable manifold permits a volume form, i.e., a real-valued, nowhere-vanishing
smooth differential form of maximal degree, which would provide a particular case
of a complex-valued nowhere-vanishing smooth form of degree Nd and thus, ac-
cording to the second construction of F , a nowhere-vanishing smooth cross-section
of F . Also, by considering suitable neighborhoods near the boundary, we can make
a similar argument to deduce that a smooth cross-section of F has zeros arbitrarily
close to any point on the boundary.
3. Fermions in Curved Space. The fermionic line bundle can be defined in the same
way if physical space is curved. (For example, this case arises in curved space-time,
wherein physical space corresponds to a spacelike hypersurface.) In this case, we
take physical space to be mathematically represented by a Riemannian manifold
M of dimension d ≥ 2. Then the configuration space of N identical particles is
the set of N -element subsets of M , denoted by NM . It is canonically identified
with MN6= /SN , where
MN6= =
{
(x1, . . . ,xN) ∈MN
∣∣xj 6= xk ∀j 6= k}. (47)
By means of this identification, NM obtains the structure of a Riemannian mani-
fold; it has dimension Nd.
The fermionic line bundle on NM , F = F (N,M) is defined to be the Hermitian line
bundle over NM such that the holonomy associated with a loop α in NM starting
and ending at q is hα = (−1)σ where σ is the permutation of q defined by α. By
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Proposition 1 (applied to every connected component of NM separately), F (N,M)
exists and is unique up to isomorphism; also the three further constructions work in
the same way (one of them for odd d only). Despite the curvature ofM , F (N,M)
is flat; a related fact is that for any (curved) Riemannian manifold Q the bundle
of pseudo-scalars, ΛdimQTQ, is flat.
4. Anyons. The manifold NR2 differs notably from NRd for d ≥ 3 in a certain topo-
logical respect: its fundamental group pi1(
NR2) is isomorphic to the braid group
of N strings, whereas the fundamental group of NRd for d ≥ 3 is the permutation
group SN of N objects. It has been argued that the possible quantum theories
on a manifold Q are in one-to-one correspondence with the characters (i.e., 1-
dimensional unitary representations) γ of the fundamental group pi1(Q) [14, 6, 7].
While SN has two characters (γσ = 1 and γσ = (−1)σ, corresponding to bosons
and fermions), the braid group has a 1-parameter family of characters, γ(β) with
parameter β ∈ R, namely γ(β)σ = eiβ whenever σ is the exchange of two particles.
Bosons correspond to β = 0 and fermions to β = pi. The other possibilities are
called fractional statistics, and the corresponding particles anyons. They were first
suggested in [14], and their investigation began in earnest with [10, 20]; see [15] for
some more details and references. For each value of β, the corresponding anyonic
wave functions can be represented by cross-sections of an anyonic line bundle A(β)
over NR2, defined by the property that the holonomy associated with a loop α in
NR2 starting and ending at q is hα = γ
(β)
[α] , where [α] is homotopy class of α.
5. Dimension d = 1. The manifold R1,N6= is not connected but has N ! connected com-
ponents, each of which is isometric to NR1. The latter space is simply connected,
so that every flat Hermitian bundle over it is trivial; as a consequence, the def-
inition of the fermionic line bundle, while still meaningful for d = 1, yields only
a trivial Hermitian bundle as F (N, 1). Thus, for d = 1 the difference between
fermions and bosons is not captured in a bundle. In fact, for d = 1 the operator
H˜F considered in Proposition 5 and defined in (14) possesses more than one self-
adjoint extension, corresponding to different boundary conditions on the boundary
of NR1 (or, equivalently, on the collision configurations in (R1)N); we expect that
with Dirichlet boundary conditions the quantum triple is equivalent to fermions,
with Neumann boundary conditions to bosons. For d ≥ 4 (and presumably also for
d = 2, 3), in contrast, the fermionic line bundle permits only Dirichlet boundary
conditions (as follows from the uniqueness of the self-adjoint extension of H˜F ).
4 Proofs of Propositions 2–6
4.1 Equivalence to Anti-Symmetric Wave Functions
Proposition 2. For any N ∈ N and d ≥ 2, the lift F̂ = pi∗F of the fermionic line
bundle to Rd,N6= is a trivial Hermitian bundle.
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Proof. For d ≥ 3, Rd,N6= is the universal covering space of NRd, and the proof of
Proposition 1 in Appendix A shows that F̂ is a trivial Hermitian bundle. For d = 2,
R
d,N
6= is a covering space of
NRd, but not the universal covering space; that is, Rd,N6= is
not simply connected. For this reason, we include the following proof of Proposition 2,
which works in any dimension d ≥ 2.
The lift Ê = pi∗(E) of a Hermitian bundle E over
NRd to Rd,N6= can be constructed by
setting, for every qˆ ∈ Rd,N6= , Êqˆ = Epi(qˆ). A Hermitian bundle is trivial if and only if all
holonomies are. (Indeed, a trivial Hermitian bundle necessarily has trivial holonomies;
a Hermitian bundle E with trivial holonomies can be trivialized by choosing a point q
in the base manifold and an orthonormal basis in Eq and parallel transport of this basis
to every other point q′ along any curve; the resulting orthonormal basis of Eq′ does not
depend on the choice of the curve because otherwise the loop obtained by concatenation
of one curve and the inverse of the other would have nontrivial holonomy.)
Thus, it suffices to show that F̂ has trivial holonomies. So consider a loop α in
R
d,N
6= based at qˆ ∈ Rd,N6= and observe that its projection piα to NRd is a loop based at
q = pi(qˆ) for which the corresponding permutation σpiα of q is the identity. Thus, by the
definition of the fermionic line bundle F , piα has trivial holonomy. By construction of
F̂ , the holonomy of α in F̂ is the same as the holonomy of piα in F . 
We also claimed that any two choices of isomorphisms of Hermitian bundles Iˆ :
F̂ → Rd,N6= × C differ at most by a global phase factor. This follows from the fact that
any isomorphism-of-Hermitian-bundles Jˆ of the trivial Hermitian bundle Rd,N6= × C to
itself is just multiplication by a complex constant of modulus 1. (Indeed, Jˆ can be
regarded as multiplication by a function f : Rd,N6= → C whose values must have modulus
1 everywhere for the inner product to be preserved, and Jˆ maps the connection to itself
if and only if ∇f = 0, which implies f is constant since Rd,N6= is connected.)
Proposition 3. For any N ∈ N, d ≥ 2, any global trivialization Iˆ : F̂ → Rd,N6= ×C, and
any cross-section ψ of F , Uψ as given by
(
Uψ
)
(x1, . . . ,xN) =
1√
N !
Iˆ(x1...xN )ψ({x1, . . . ,xN}) (48)
is an anti-symmetric function on Rd,N6= .
Proof. To see that Uψ is an anti-symmetric function, let qˆ = (x1, . . . ,xN) ∈ Rd,N6= ,
q = pi(qˆ) ∈ NRd, and let σ ∈ SN be any transposition, exchanging two elements of
{1, . . . , N}, say i and j. Let α be a loop in NRd based at q such that the permutation of
q defined by α is the transposition of xi and xj. By the definition of F , the holonomy
hα associated with α is −1. Since pi is a covering map, there is a unique continuous lift
αˆ of α in Rd,N6= starting at qˆ; the curve αˆ is not closed but ends at
σqˆ := (xσ(1), . . . ,xσ(N)) . (49)
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Note that Iˆ, the global Hermitian trivialization of F̂ , can be regarded as a cross-section
of the dual bundle F̂ ∗ that is parallel, ∇Iˆ = 0, with ∇ the covariant derivative of the
connection of F̂ ∗ dual to that of F̂ . Thus, Iˆσqˆ can be obtained from Iˆqˆ by parallel
transport in F̂ ∗ along αˆ; since parallel transport and lift commute, Iˆσqˆ can also be
obtained from Iˆqˆ by parallel transport in F
∗ along α, using that F̂qˆ = Fq. But parallel
transport along α leads to
Iˆσqˆ = Iˆqˆ ◦ hα = −Iˆqˆ , (50)
so that (
Uψ
)
(σqˆ) =
1√
N !
Iˆσqˆψ(q) = − 1√
N !
Iˆqˆψ(q) = −
(
Uψ
)
(qˆ) , (51)
which means that Uψ is anti-symmetric. 
Proposition 4. Equation (48) defines a unitary isomorphism U : L2(F )→ AntiL2(RNd).
Proof. ψ 7→ Uψ preserves inner products because∫
R
d,N
6=
dqˆ Uφ(qˆ)∗ Uψ(qˆ) =
1
N !
∫
R
d,N
6=
dqˆ
(
Iˆqˆφ(piqˆ)
)∗
Iˆqˆψ(piqˆ)
=
1
N !
∫
R
d,N
6=
dqˆ (φ(piqˆ), ψ(piqˆ))piqˆ
=
∫
NRd
dq (φ(q), ψ(q))q , (52)
using that pi is an N !-to-one covering map that maps the Lebesgue measure dqˆ on Rd,N6= to
the Riemannian volume measure dq on NRd. As a consequence, if ψ is square-integrable
then Uψ is square-integrable as well and, since the difference between RNd and Rd,N6=
is a null set, defines a square-integrable function on RNd, which is anti-symmetric by
Proposition 3.
We thus obtain a linear operator L2(F ) → AntiL2(RNd) as follows: for given ψ ∈
L2(F ) let ψ0 be any representative of the equivalence class that ψ is, insert ψ0 for ψ on
the right hand side of (48) and obtain thus a function on Rd,N6= ; define the function to be
zero on the collision configurations RNd\Rd,N6= ; take its equivalence class modulo equality
almost everywhere and obtain thus an element of L2(RNd), which does not depend on
the choice of ψ0. Indeed, changing ψ0 on a null set A will change (48) on the null set
pi−1(A), so (48) does define a mapping L2(F )→ L2(RNd). Thus, U is a linear operator
L2(F )→ AntiL2(RNd) that preserves inner products.
It remains to show that U is surjective. Let ψ̂ be an anti-symmetric, measurable
function on Rd,N6= , let q ∈ NRd and qˆ, qˆ′ ∈ pi−1(q); then qˆ = (x1, . . . ,xN) and qˆ′ =
(x′1, . . . ,x
′
N) are just different orderings of the N points in R
d collected in q. Thus, they
differ by a permutation σ, x′i = xσ(i) for all i = 1, . . . , N ; in the notation (49), qˆ
′ = σqˆ.
Using (50) and the anti-symmetry of ψ̂, we have that
√
N ! Iˆ−1σqˆ ψ̂(σqˆ) =
√
N ! Iˆ−1qˆ ψ̂(qˆ) =: ψ(q) (53)
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consistently defines a measurable cross-section ψ of F such that Uψ = ψ̂. Since U
preserves L2 norms, ψ is square-integrable if ψ̂ is. Thus, U is surjective and therefore
unitary. 
We also note for later use (in the proof of Proposition 5) that (48) also defines a
bijective operator U˜ : C∞(F ) → AntiC∞(Rd,N6= ). Indeed, note first that, since Iˆ is a
diffeomorphism between the bundles F̂ and Rd,N6= ×C, U˜ maps any smooth cross-section
ψ of F to a smooth and, by Proposition 3, anti-symmetric function on Rd,N6= . To see
that U˜ is injective, suppose that ψ′ 6= ψ, so that ψ′(q) 6= ψ(q) for some q ∈ NRd; since
for any qˆ ∈ pi−1(q), Iˆqˆ is injective, U˜ψ′(qˆ) 6= U˜ψ(qˆ). Now let ψ̂ be an anti-symmetric,
smooth function on Rd,N6= , let q ∈ NRd and qˆ, qˆ′ ∈ pi−1(q); then qˆ′ = σqˆ, and by the same
reasoning as in (53) we obtain a smooth cross-section ψ of F (smooth because ψ̂ and Iˆ
are) such that U˜ψ = ψ̂.
We are using the following definition of the gradient ∇ and Laplacian ∆ on a Her-
mitian bundle E over a Riemannian manifold (Q, g):
• By the gradient ∇f of a smooth function f : Q → R we mean the tangent vector
field on Q metrically equivalent (by “raising the index”) to the 1-form df , the
differential of f . If W is a complex vector space then, for a function ψ : Q → W ,
the differential dψ is a W -valued 1-form, and thus ∇ψ(q) ∈ CTqQ ⊗W , where
CTqQ denotes the complexified tangent space at q, and the tensor product ⊗ is,
as always in this paper, over the complex numbers. When ψ is a cross-section of a
Hermitian bundle E, the covariant derivative Dψ is an “E-valued 1-form,” i.e., a
cross-section of CTQ∗ ⊗ E (with TQ∗ the cotangent bundle), while we write ∇ψ
for the cross-section of CTQ⊗ E metrically equivalent to Dψ.
• The Laplace–Beltrami operator (or briefly, Laplacian) ∆f of a function f is defined
to be the divergence of ∇f , where the divergence of a vector field X is defined by
divX = DaX
a (54)
(using the sum convention) with D the (standard) covariant derivative operator,
corresponding to the Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle of Q arising
from the metric g. Equivalently, the divergence can be expressed in local coordi-
nates as
divX =
1√
det g
∂a
(√
det g Xa
)
(55)
with ∂a the partial derivative operator. Since Dg = 0, we can write
∆f = gabDaDbf , (56)
where the second D, the one which is applied first, actually does not make use
of the Levi-Civita connection. In other words, the Laplacian is the metric trace
of the second (covariant) derivative. Another equivalent definition is ∆f = ∗d∗df
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where d is the exterior derivative of differential forms and ∗ is the Hodge star
operator (see, e.g., [8]).4 For “E-valued functions” ψ (i.e., cross-sections of E) the
Laplacian ∆ψ is defined correspondingly as the divergence of the “E-valued vector
field” ∇ψ, or equivalently by
∆ψ = gabDaDbψ (57)
or by ∆ψ = ∗d∗dψ, using the obvious extension of the exterior derivative to E-
valued differential forms.
To define the covariant derivative of Dψ, one uses the connection on CTQ∗ ⊗ E
that arises in an obvious way from the Levi-Civita connection on CTQ∗ and the
given connection on E, with the defining property DCTQ∗⊗E(ω⊗ψ) = (DCTQ∗ω)⊗
ψ+ω⊗ (DEψ) for every smooth 1-form ω and every smooth cross-section ψ of E.
We take as the Laplacian ∆ψ of ψ the (Riemannian) metric trace of the second
covariant derivative of ψ,
∆ψ = gabDaDbψ , (58)
where the second D, the one which is applied first, is the covariant derivative on
E, and the first D is the covariant derivative on CTQ∗⊗E.5 Again, an equivalent
definition is ∆ψ = ∗d∗dψ, using the obvious extension (based on the connection
of E) of the exterior derivative to E-valued differential forms, i.e., cross-sections
of CΛpTQ∗ ⊗E.
Proposition 5. There is a self-adjoint extension HF of H˜F that satisfies U(D(HF )) =
D(HAnti), where D(H) means the domain of the operator H, and HF = U
−1HAntiU . As
a consequence, U intertwines the time evolution, e−iHF t/~ = U−1e−iHAntit/~U .
Proof. We first provide some detail about why H˜Anti is essentially self-adjoint, i.e.,
possesses a unique self-adjoint extension HAnti in AntiL
2(RNd). Let us write H˜ for
the operator − ~2
2m
∆ + V on C∞0 (R
Nd). We first note the well-known fact [16] that for
bounded V , H˜ is essentially self-adjoint in L2(RNd). (In fact, this is the case for a
much wider class of potentials V , as can be shown using the Kato–Rellich theorem [16,
Thm. X.12]. For example, for d = 3 it is sufficient that
V (x1, . . . ,xN) = Vbdd(x1, . . . ,xN) +
∑
1≤i<j≤N
Vpair(xi − xj) , (59)
4The Hodge operator ∗ depends on the orientation of Q in such a way that a change of orientation
changes the sign of the result. Thus, ∗ does not exist if Q is not orientable. However, it exists locally for
any chosen local orientation, and since the Laplacian contains two Hodge operators, it is not affected
by the sign ambiguity.
5While this is the natural definition of the Laplacian of a cross-section of a Hermitian bundle, we note
that for differential p-forms with p ≥ 1 there are two inequivalent natural definitions of the Laplacian:
one is ∆ = −(d∗d + dd∗) (sometimes called the de Rham Laplacian, with d∗ = (−1)(dimQ)(p+1)+1∗d∗
on p-forms [8, p. 9]), the other is (58) for E = CΛpTQ∗ (sometimes called the Bochner Laplacian).
They differ by a curvature term given by the Weitzenbo¨ck formula [8, p. 11].
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where Vbdd is bounded and the pair potential Vpair : R
3 → R is square-integrable [16,
Thm. X.16]; thus, the Coulomb potential is included.)
Using that the potential V is permutation-symmetric, we now show that the operator
H˜Anti is essentially self-adjoint, too, and its self-adjoint extension HAnti is the restriction
of H to AntiL2(RNd) ∩ D(H). Indeed, since H˜ commutes with every permutation, so
does H ; thus, both H˜ and H commute with Anti, which means they preserve anti-
symmetry. It follows that
H = AntiH Anti+(I −Anti)H(I −Anti) (60)
and that AntiH Anti and (I−Anti)H(I−Anti) are self-adjoint operators. The operator
AntiH Anti defines a self-adjoint operator HAnti on AntiL
2(RNd), which is a self-adjoint
extension of H˜Anti. If H˜Anti had any further self-adjoint extension H
′ then
H ′Anti +(I −Anti)H(I − Anti)
on the domain D(H ′) ⊕ (D(H) ∩ (I − Anti)L2(RNd)) would be a further self-adjoint
extension of H˜ , which we know does not exist.
Next we show that U−1HAntiU is a self-adjoint extension of H˜F . Since the cover-
ing fibers pi−1(q) are finite, the lift pi−1(A) of any compact set A is compact. As a
consequence (using the remark after the proof of Proposition 4), U maps C∞0 (F ) to
AntiC∞0 (R
d,N
6= ), in fact bijectively. Note that AntiC
∞
0 (R
d,N
6= ) is a proper subspace of
AntiC∞0 (R
Nd), as a compact subset A of RNd need not be a subset of Rd,N6= , and the
intersection A ∩ Rd,N6= need not be compact; in other words, the domain of UH˜FU−1
is smaller than the domain of H˜Anti. Since U can be regarded as the composition of
first lifting a cross-section from F to F̂ and then using the bundle isomorphism Iˆ to
transfer it to Rd,N6= × C, the Laplace operator on F (defined on C∞0 (F )) gets mapped
to the Laplace operator on the trivial Hermitian bundle Rd,N6= × C, which is the usual
Laplacian on Rd,N6= ⊆ RNd. Likewise, U maps multiplication by V to multiplication by
V . Thus, U maps H˜F to the restriction of H˜Anti to AntiC
∞
0 (R
d,N
6= ), so that HAnti is an
extension of UH˜FU
−1. 
In some cases, HF is the only self-adjoint extension of H˜F . Obviously, this happens
if and only if − ~2
2m
∆ + V on AntiC∞0 (R
Nd
6= ) is essentially self-adjoint. This is the case
in dimension d ≥ 4, as the Laplace operator is essentially self-adjoint on C∞0 (Rp \ X)
when X ⊂ Rp is a submanifold (or union of finitely many submanifolds) of codimension
≥ 4 [17]. In any dimension d, the question is connected to the possibility of point
interactions (i.e., range-zero interactions) such as
V (x1, . . . ,xN) =
∑
1≤i<j≤N
c δd(xi − xj) , (61)
where δd denotes the d-dimensional Dirac delta function and c ∈ R is a constant. Point
interactions are impossible for d ≥ 4 and possible in lower dimension; for d = 2, 3 they
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are possible only for bosons, not for fermions, in correspondence to the fact that the
Laplacian in R3 away from the origin is not essentially self-adjoint only in the sector
with angular momentum 0 [1, pages 13 and 98]. We thus believe that H˜F is essentially
self-adjoint for d = 2, 3. The situation changes when spin is introduced [12].
Proposition 6. U maps the position observable QF to the position observable QAnti,
QF = U
−1QAntiU .
Proof. To begin with, QAnti(A) is indeed an operator on AntiL
2(RNd), i.e., QAnti(A)ψ̂
is indeed anti-symmetric if ψ̂ is, since 1pi−1(A) is a symmetric function, as the set pi
−1(A)
is invariant under permutations. It is easy to see that QAnti(A) is a projection, that
QAnti(
NRd) is the identity operator, and that QAnti is σ-additive; thus, QAnti is a PVM.
So is QF . From (48) we see that
QAnti(A)U ψ(qˆ) = 1pi−1(A)(qˆ)
1√
N !
Iˆqˆψ(piqˆ) =
= 1A(piqˆ)
1√
N !
Iˆqˆψ(piqˆ) = U QF (A)ψ(qˆ) , (62)
which proves the desired equation. 
5 Quantum Triples
In this section we argue for the statement (7), which we repeat here for convenience:
In order to completely specify the mathematical data defining a quantum
theory, it is necessary and sufficient to specify an equivalence class of quan-
tum triples.
(7)
To further elucidate the content of this statement, we should say that while an equiv-
alence class of quantum triples provides all mathematical data, it does not provide any
data about the ontology. Simply put, a quantum triple does not select any particular
interpretation of quantum theory, such as many-worlds [19], Bohmian mechanics [11],
or a collapse theory (a` la Ghirardi–Rimini–Weber–Pearle [9]). The latter surely are
different theories, and since they are theories of quantum mechanics it seems fair to
call them different quantum theories. But they are not different examples of what is
meant by “quantum theory” in (7). They are alternative candidate theories for the same
type of quantum system, they lead to (essentially) the same quantum formalism and
the same predictions, and they propose different ontologies. In contrast, the different
quantum theories in the sense of (7) apply to different types of systems, represent dif-
ferent versions of the quantum formalism, lead to different predictions, and say nothing
about ontology. Examples of different quantum theories in this sense are provided by:
bosons as different from fermions; spin-1
2
particles as different from spinless particles;
and different Hamiltonians, for example involving different interaction potentials.
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Note that as a consequence of the thesis (7), the fact that the fermionic line bundle
is defined only up to isomorphy of Hermitian bundles is unproblematical, as isomorphic
bundles give rise to the same quantum theory by (26). In a different context, namely for
providing a mathematical definition of the concepts of resonance and resonant states,
ideas similar to the thesis (7) have been developed by Costin and Huang [5].
One thought behind (7) is that H andH together, without the configuration observ-
able Q, would not suffice for defining a quantum theory. After all, different choices of the
position (or configuration) observable would lead to different quantum theories, making
different predictions. If any example is necessary, consider the hydrogen Hamiltonian
H = p2 − 1
|q|
on L2(R3) with p the usual 3 momentum and q the 3 position operators;
it is unitarily equivalent to H ′ = q2 − 1
|p|
, which however has very different physical
consequences; indeed, if we replaced q by F−1qF with F the Fourier transformation
then in the new position representation H would appear like H ′.
Another thought behind (7) is that further observables need not be specified once
the quantum triple is specified; that is, it is not an independent information what the
momentum operators are, the angular momentum operators etc. After all, at the end of
any experiment we read off results from positions of things, such as positions of pointers
or positions of ink droplets on paper. To appreciate this point, the reader should think
of the quantum system as including any observers and apparatus. The probability
distribution of configurations, of course, is fixed by a quantum triple together with an
initial state vector ψ0 ∈ H ,
ρt(·) = 〈ψ0|eiHt/~Q(·)e−iHt/~|ψ0〉 , (63)
and indeed is the same for any equivalent quantum triple when ψ0 is transformed ac-
cordingly. In particular, all empirical predictions can be derived once an equivalence
class of quantum triples is specified. (And conversely, inequivalent quantum triples make
inequivalent predictions, in principle.)
Finally, we can actually prove (7) in our favorite formulation of quantum mechanics:
Bohmian mechanics [4, 2, 11], a quantum theory without observers that solves the
paradoxes and ambiguities of ordinary quantum mechanics by means of postulating an
objective reality that exists independently of observers. In fact, this objective reality
consists of particle trajectories, mathematically corresponding to a trajectory in the
appropriate configuration space Q, guided by the wave function ψt according to a law
of motion of the form
dqt
dt
= v(qt) , (64)
where qt ∈ Q is the actual configuration at time t and v = v[H , H,Q, ψt] is a vector
field on Q, the velocity vector field. It can be expressed explicitly in terms of the data
H , H,Q, ψt; namely, writing the vector field as a first-order differential operator acting
on a test function f ∈ C∞0 (Q):
v · ∇f(q) = Re 〈ψt|Q(dq)
i
~
[H, fˆ ]|ψt〉
〈ψt|Q(dq)|ψt〉 (65)
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with
fˆ =
∫
q∈Q
f(q)Q(dq) . (66)
(To be sure, not every quantum triple and state vector ψt define a velocity vector field
v, but when so then they define v uniquely.) The probability distribution of qt is given
by the Born rule:
Prob(qt ∈ A) = 〈ψt|Q(A)|ψt〉 . (67)
Equations (64) and (65) are complemented by the usual Schro¨dinger time evolution of
ψt,
ψt = e
−iHt/~ψ0 . (68)
Proposition 8. Suppose (H ′, H ′, Q′) ∼ (H , H,Q), let U : H → H ′ be the unitary
isomorphism that provides the equivalence, and set ψ′t = Uψt. When replacing H by
H ′, H by H ′, Q by Q′ and ψt by ψ
′
t, then the Schro¨dinger evolution (68) is still valid,
and the probability distribution (67) and the right hand side of (65), as an operator on
f ∈ C∞0 (Q), do not change.
Thus, whenever the vector field v on Q is well defined by (65) for all t ∈ R and
whenever almost all solutions of the equation of motion (64) exist for all t ∈ R (see
[3, 18] for conditions under which that is the case), any equivalent quantum triple
leads to the same possible trajectories and the same probability distribution over the
possible trajectories. We express this by saying that the Bohmian theories defined by
(H ′, H ′, Q′) and (H , H,Q) are physically equivalent.
Proof of Proposition 8. Using (6), observe that
ψ′t = U e
−iHt/~ψ0 = U e
−iHt/~U−1ψ′0 = e
−iH′t/~ψ′0 .
Furthermore, for any measurable A ⊆ Q,
〈ψ′t|Q′(A)|ψ′t〉 = 〈Uψt|UQ(A)U−1|Uψt〉 = 〈ψt|Q(A)|ψt〉 .
Furthermore,
fˆ ′ :=
∫
q∈Q
f(q)Q′(dq) =
∫
q∈Q
f(q)UQ(dq)U−1 = UfˆU−1
and thus
Re
〈ψ′t|Q′(dq) i~ [H ′, fˆ ′]|ψ′t〉
〈ψ′t|Q′(dq)|ψ′t〉
=
= Re
〈Uψt|UQ(dq)U−1 i~ [UHU−1, UfˆU−1]|Uψt〉
〈Uψt|UQ(dq)U−1|Uψt〉 =
= Re
〈ψt|Q(dq) i~ [H, fˆ ]|ψt〉
〈ψt|Q(dq)|ψt〉 .
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We close this section with a remark about the appropriate choice of Q in Bohmian
mechanics. For N identical particles in Rd, Q = NRd is the natural configuration space,
also (and particularly) in Bohmian mechanics. For the sake of simplicity, one often uses
RNd as the configuration space in Bohmian mechanics; this does not cause a problem for
the following reason: As a consequence of the permutation symmetry or anti-symmetry
of the wave function, the velocity vector field v = (v1, . . . , vN) in R
Nd is permutation-
covariant,
vσ(k)(xσ(1), . . . ,xσ(N)) = vk(x1, . . . ,xN) . (69)
As a consequence of that, if qˆ0, rˆ0 ∈ RNd are two different orderings of the same unordered
configuration q0 ∈ NRd, i.e., if qˆ0 = σrˆ0 for some permutation σ ∈ SN , then the two
solutions of the equation of motion (64) starting at qˆ0 and rˆ0 satisfy
qˆt = σrˆt (70)
for all times t ∈ R with the same permutation σ. Thus, the arbitrary ordering of the
initial configuration had no effect on the later configuration except on its ordering; put
differently, the two trajectories t 7→ qˆt and t 7→ rˆt in RNd project to the same trajectory
t 7→ qt = pi(qˆt) = pi(rˆt) in NRd, in fact to the trajectory we would have obtained from
solving the equation of motion (64) directly in NRd. In particular, the use of RNd
as the configuration space has not affected the N trajectories in Rd. Likewise, by the
permutation (anti-)symmetry of the wave function, the probability distribution it defines
on RNd is permutation invariant and thus projects unambiguously to NRd.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have provided a deeper justification and further development of the
concept, introduced by Leinaas and Myrheim [14], of the fermionic line bundle. We
have developed a general notion of equivalence of two quantum theories on a given
configuration space; the use of this notion may go way beyond the discussion of identical
particles and the symmetrization postulate. We propose that a quantum theory is
specified by means of a “quantum triple,” i.e., a triple (H , H,Q) consisting of a Hilbert
space H , a Hamiltonian H , and a position PVM Q on the configuration space acting
on H . According to our thesis, equivalent quantum triples describe the same quantum
theory. We have provided a physical justification of this thesis as well as philosophical
perspective.
We have proved that the quantum triple corresponding to cross-sections of the
fermionic line bundle is equivalent to the one corresponding to the conventional de-
scription of fermionic wave functions, i.e., anti-symmetric functions on the space of
ordered configurations.
We believe that the space of ordered configurations is unphysical while the space of
unordered configurations is natural. It may have seemed, however, that the unordered
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configurations cannot be used for fermions due to mathematical obstacles. Leinaas and
Myrheim have shown how these obstacles can be overcome. Even more, it seems to
us that for representing fermionic quantum states, cross-sections of the fermionic line
bundle are more natural than anti-symmetric functions of ordered configurations.
A Bundles With Given Holonomy Representation
We give here a proof of Proposition 1 and begin by repeating the statement.
Proposition 1. For every connected differentiable manifold Q, every q ∈ Q, every
n ∈ N, and every n-dimensional unitary representation of the group pi1(Q, q), there exists
a flat Hermitian bundle E of rank n over Q whose holonomy representation γE,q is the
given one. Any two such bundles are isomorphic; also, if two unitary representations of
pi1(Q, q) are equivalent, then their associated flat Hermitian bundles are isomorphic.
Proof. We first prove the second half of the second sentence; the first half of the
second sentence then follows. More precisely, given two flat Hermitian bundles E,E ′
over Q whose holonomy representations γE,q, γE′,q are equivalent, we show that they are
isomorphic. Choose a unitary isomorphism Iq : Eq → E ′q that provides an equivalence
between γE,q and γE′,q, i.e.,
γE′,q([α]) = IqγE,q([α])I
−1
q for all [α] ∈ pi1(Q, q) . (71)
For every other point r ∈ Q, choose a curve β from q to r (Q is connected!) and define
Ir : Er → E ′r by parallel transporting Iq along β. In fact, Ir is independent of the choice
of β, since parallel transport of Iq along any closed curve α starting and ending at q
brings it back unaltered, as follows from h′αIqh
−1
α = Iq or h
′
α = IqhαI
−1
q , which follows
from (71). Since I is parallel, it is an isomorphism of Hermitian bundles.
We now turn to the first sentence. Let W be an n-dimensional Hermitian vector
space (i.e., Hilbert space) and γ a unitary representation of pi1(Q, q) on W . The fiber
Eq of the bundle we will construct can be taken to beW , but it is clear that the substance
of the proof is merely about constructing a bundle of the right isomorphy type, so this
is what we will do.
We begin with a general consideration. If M is a differentiable manifold and G is a
group acting properly discontinuously onM , thenM/G is a manifold and the projection
pi : M → M/G is a local diffeomorphism and, in fact, a covering map. Now consider
a vector bundle B over M and an action of G on B such that each g ∈ G maps, for
any x ∈ M , the fiber Bx linearly to the fiber Bg(x). Then the action of G on B is also
properly discontinuous and B/G is a manifold and, in fact, a vector bundle over M/G
in a natural way. To obtain the connection and inner products, note that any given
G-invariant structure on M or on B passes to the quotient and defines a corresponding
structure on M/G or B/G, respectively. So, for instance, a G-invariant connection on
B yields a connection on B/G and a G-invariant inner product on B yields an inner
product on B/G.
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Now let us specialize to M = Q̂, the univeral covering space of Q, and take G to be
the covering group, which consists of the deck transformations (i.e., the diffeomorphisms
g : Q̂ → Q̂ that preserve fibers, i.e., pi(g(qˆ)) = pi(qˆ) for all qˆ ∈ Q̂). It is known that
the covering group G is canonically isomorphic to the fundamental group pi1(Q, q) for
any choice of q (viz., the isomorphism ιq maps [α] to the unique deck transformation
g = ιq([α]) such that g(qˆ) = qˆ
′ for any lift αˆ of α to Q̂ with starting point qˆ and end
point qˆ′). Furthermore, G acts properly discontinuously on Q̂, M/G = Q, and the
projection pi coincides with the natural covering map Q̂ → Q. Take B to be the trivial
Hermitian bundle B = Q̂ ×W and the action of G on B to be γ(ι−1q (g)) : Bx → Bg(x)
for every g ∈ G and every x ∈ Q̂ (recall Bx = W = Bg(x)). Then the inner product
and connection are G-invariant, and E = B/G is the desired Hermitian bundle. Indeed,
to compute hα in E for a closed curve α based at q, let αˆ be a lift of α starting at
qˆ0 ∈ pi−1(q) ⊂ Q̂ and ending at qˆ = g(qˆ0). Parallel transport of an element φ ∈ Bqˆ0
along αˆ leads to the same element of Bqˆ = W = Bqˆ0 because the connection of B is
trivial, and since Bqˆ and Bqˆ0 are identified with Eq in different ways, differing by γ([α]),
the holonomy is hα = γ([α]), which completes the proof. 
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